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Autoresponders are carefully designed
emails
that your send out to your people as soon as
they sign up because:

They sign up for the freebie but they buy
because of what happens after they snag
the
freebie

In short, autoresponders are your key to
turning
subscribers into buyers.

Ready to create you own set of selling
machines?
GO!
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Step One: 
List Your Customer Pain Points/ phrases they
are likely to google (Samples below):
1. How to start a company
2. How to hide acne marks
3. How to get flawless skin
4. Slow website
5. How do I make a website
6. Aching joints

Step Two: 
List Your Reasons to Believe:
• Proven results/ testimonials
• Free consultation
• Years of experience
• All natural ingredients
• Featured in



Step Three: 
Draft the autoresponders based on this formula:
• 3 pieces of content that propose a solution
to a
problem and therefore establish you as authority
in
the field.
• 2 pieces of content that are decoy sales
messages, meaning they offer a solution but
ONLY
with your products
• 1 piece of content which is an explicit sales
message such as a promotion or a sales etc.

Important Note:
Keep all posts under 700 words and use
paragraphs
that are no bigger than 3-4 sentences. Each post
should leave the reader with clear, actionable
steps
and weave the pain points and RTBs through the
text.



Problem- Solution/ Authority Establishing Posts
Examples

1. 5 Lies the insurance industry likes to tell
about keeping your assets safe

2. Warning: If you are making these marketing
mistakes, You might as well give up on your

dream of a profitable business.
3. 7 Steps you can take today to get your

cravings under control
4. 5 ingredients in your diet that are making

your Rosacea worse.



Decoy Sales Message Examples

1. Your 3 step plan to kick joints pain to the
curb for good! (recommend a plan with your

products as recommendations)
2. What if you could do have flawless skin in 5

days? (recommend a process with your products
as recommendations)

3. Who says you can’t look professional on a
budget, here’s my 10 minute action plan to help
you get there. (recommend a process with your

products as recommendations)
4. Start 2015 with a bigger bank account: Here

are 5 Ways to get you there (recommend a
process with your products as

recommendations)



Explicit Sales Messages Examples

1. From Mommy to Diva: How Susan got her
body back (client story)

2. Why spend thousands on clothes when you
can spend much less on something you wear

every day- Your skin!
3. Is it worth $5 to you to banish aching joints
forever (position your offering as costing $5 a

day or similar)
4. I am giving away business freebies, Are you

in? (bundle offer with some free offerings)



Want More Super Awesome Stuff  that
teaches you how to use psychology in

your business?

Come on over to 
www.ThePersuasionRevolution.com


